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New methods are constantly being developed to optimize and adapt cognitive load measurement to
different contexts (Korbach et al., 2018). It is noteworthy, however, that research on cognitive load
measurement in elementary school students is rare. Although there is evidence that they might be able
to report their cognitive load (Ayres, 2006), there are also reasons to doubt the quality of children’s selfreports (e.g., Chambers & Johnson, 2002). To avoid these issues, objective online-measures are
promising. A novel approach – the use of smartpen data generated by natural use of a pen during task
completion – seems particularly encouraging as these measures proved to be predictive of cognitive load
in adults (e.g., Yu, Epps, & Chen, 2011). Moreover, Barz et al. (2020) demonstrated the predictive
power of smartpen data for performance in children. The present research addressed two prevailing gaps
in research on cognitive load assessment in elementary school students. We developed a subjective
rating scale and investigated whether this instrument can provide valid measurements of ICL and ECL
(Research Question 1). Moreover, we researched whether smartpen data can be used as a valid process
measurement of cognitive load (Research Question 2).
Methods
In a within-subjects design, N=36 elementary school children (61% female) used the Neo Smartpen M1
to solve two types of standardized sketching tasks. First, they completed two versions of the Trail
Making Test for Children (Reitan, 1992), which were expected to evoke different levels of ICL as they
differed in complexity. Subsequently, subjects performed two versions of the subtest “drawing patterns”
from the SON-R 51/2-17 (Snijders, Tellegen, & Laros, 2005), which required them to complete omitted
parts of multiple reference patterns. The two versions were expected to trigger different levels of ECL
as in one version, the reference patterns were provided on the front side of the drawing sheet (low ECL)
and in the other version, on the back of the sheet (high ECL), causing split attention. Barz et al. (2020)
had confirmed that in fact those versions that were intended to elicit more ICL resp. more ECL resulted
in lower test performance in children. After each part of the two tasks, children filled out an adapted
version of the Cognitive Load Scale by Klepsch et al. (2017). The adaptations consisted of simplifying
the items, relating them strongly to each particular task, reducing the number of response categories,
and labelling them verbally and graphically.

Results
Concerning Research Question 1, results revealed that the subjective ratings corresponded to the
intended manipulation of ICL and ECL (dICL=.84; dECL=.85) and could be validated by
performance (rICL=.23, rECL=-.48). Regarding Research Question 2, particular smartpen measures could
be confirmed as indicators for both, ICL and ECL variation (e.g., number of single strokes;
d >.48). Smoothness of pressure (d=.26) and velocity (d=.62) specifically indicated the variation in
ICL. Accordingly, some smartpen measures were closely related to performance measures (e.g., number
of single strokes in the low ICL (r=.62) and low ECL (r=.42) task versions).
Discussion
Results indicate that even young children can introspectively assess their cognitive load and differentiate
it on an appropriate scale. Moreover, smartpen data has revealed to be a promising tool for cognitive
load measurement, which is worth investigating further.
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